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Greetings from Romania! 

We have started a new period of JeonDo(Witnessing) in Romania, in preparation for Foundation Day and 
beyond. After a short time spent to visit families and friends in their hometowns, young members gathered 
from all corners of the country, to unite under the same goal – Restoration of People - JeonDo. 

Last year we’ve experienced many tragic events which made us more united in the same heart. So 
throughout this workshop we could create a very peaceful and united atmosphere. This is one of the things 
we can be proud of as an accomplishment – we’ve created a harmonious and loving workshop environment 
where Heavenly Parents could come and be present to teach and guide us. 

The first step was to reflect upon our past JeonDo (Witnessing) activity  and to take out in the open all the 
problems we’ve faced. This was the most painful process, to admit and accept all our shortcomings.  

The second step was to understand again the meaning and value of JeonDo. For this we had a JeonDo 
Manual prepared by our National Leader with a lot of effort. The main words of this part were Shimjung and 
JeongSeong. How to offer our sincere JeongSeong for Jeondo? That was main message for us. There were 
more practical thing for JeonDo acitivity with detailed guidance.    

Parallel to our JeonDo sessions we had every morning and evening Divine Principle lectures, given by the 
participants with beforehand preparation. Conveying Heavenly Parents Word is never an easy task but we are 
training continuously to deepen our understanding and lecturing skills. 

The third step of the workshop was to learn how to elevate ourselves to be more bright and positive loving 
person who ready for holy work, Jeondo. Cleaning up our fallen nature is essential for embodying Heavenly 
Parents’ True Love. We have to overcome all internal and external obstacles in our mission, and taking 
responsibility for an entire nation sometimes requires more than just faith and Divine Principle knowledge. 
So on this occasion we took time to explore many practical methods for Maximum Achievement. 

The main content were management of life, How to raise self esteem up and relationship between the 
negative emotion and self-responsibility. 

Finally we could end the workshop with an individual Brainstorming for “How to become a completely loving 
person?” and conclude with a Resolution and Action Plan to breakthrough our environment and bring victory 
for Heavenly Parents and True Parents of Heaven and Earth and Humankind! 

We can make it! Let’s live together!  

Gary
Typewritten Text
Yong Cheol Song 



Reflection  

But through this Workshop I could see what was problem and why it was not going well. Many times I felt 
pain in my heart. Because I have to see my problem. But I’m grateful for this now. Because I can move 
forward from now on! Especially about ‘Jeong-sung’. What’s meaning it is. This mean I have to connect with 
God’s heart, God’s Parental heart through Jeong-sung. I should not do this to move spiritual world, first it’s 
most important to do connect with God and me. And see the people from God’s view point, God’s Parental 
heart. Through this make my mind and body unity and become God’s holy body. It’s amazing blessing for 
me.(Miki Takemoto) 

 

From the second part of the Workshop I liked when we talked more about practical things and our life styles. 
I realized that lately I lost somehow the motivation for my life and the joy, the gratefulness to live. The 
question about my life ideal really strike me; after that I started to think more and more and for the first time 
I took a paper and write the goals for my life, what kind of person I want to be. And this quite gave me 
confidence for the future and made me have hope…I start to dream again about my future….. 

This Workshop I felt so much peace and harmony within ourselves. Although was not an easy year for each 
one of us, now I feel that we all are more clear and determined to invest with sincere and pure heart. I could 
remember again my first motivation for joining this movement, all the things that I realized during this time, 
all the experiences and how much I changed thanks to this. I felt like I’m in the right place.(Raluca Orasanu) 

 

I learned the true meaning of the saying “JeonDo starts from the morning”, the fact that every action 
thought and experience during the day, contributes to the balance you are in the point of view of the 
Midway Position between God and Satan, which reflects your energy output, your spiritual balance, your 
MBU, and the thoughts in your head and feelings in your heart, thus also the people you meet and you’re 
level of interaction with them. In this sense, the only way to meet MPP is to be vertically connected, out of 
balance from the midway position, being closer to God’s side, this is also one of the reasons we meet many 
good people in MMBK instead of while we are making questionnaires. Things started getting clearer and 
clearer about my faith life as understand more and more of the inner workings of this holly work and as I 
manage to find God in everything I do and every action I undertake. I’ve learned that everything starts with 
me and ends with me, I’ve managed to organize my thoughts properly and my methods of separating from 
Satan and removing my fallen nature I’ve made a clearer plan on how to focused my energy on doing good 
conditions and applying the principle after True Father’s example, all I need to do now is focus all the time 
and make it a good habit. I have clearer goal and determination for the 21 year plan and I feel more 
connected to the providence. I’m hoping to be successful enough as to change at least one person’s life until 
next year, and I’m hoping to challenge even more every day to learn and discover more about how we can 
change someone’s life centered on God and the providence of CIG Romania. I’m confident we can do it. 
(Fronrin Adam, SES Senior) 

 

At the first time I did'"t realize and knew that this workshop will change me. I really liked the fact that we 
could open our hearts , from the beginning., and we could freely share what we think of.  This made us more 
unite, and i felt that i got closer to each member, and felt comfortable with everyone around. When we 
shared our problems, we manage to overcome any emotional barriers , and face the problem, accept, and 
see what we can do about it. I really liked this kind of thinking. Also, after this workshop I become  a very 
strong positive thinker,  manage to be more relaxed with the situation. I very first experience that i had, was 
that i realized how precious and how  important hardships are in our life, and how much we can win and we 
can gain , if we thrust God and have faith and think positive , and we concentrate on what we want….. 

i remember from the workshop give me a feeling of comfort and safety and pleasure, and it seems that it 
passed one month not one week. I also felt unity between my brothers and sisters. I really enjoyed every 
second. A last thing is that i had spiritual guidance, i felt that no matter what happen a force is guiding me 
good, like ancestors taking care of me, pushing me from behind on the good plane. Also, when i had  
problem, it seem like revelation, the HDH or the lectures or discussions were answering me at all my 
questions , and encourage ,I thing that this is no coincidence. I also realize about many things about the past 
and I am very sorry for them. I want to repent, and now I feel different. I see things much more clear. 
Another thing I realized is that I must follow this absolutely (Eduand Cretiu SES Senior) 
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    Former SES leader – Lazar Adelina      Commencement of 1 Year SES with new leader Harabagiu Laura 
 
More photo in web site 
https://plus.google.com/photos/104353152026048008215/albums/5831543576512400257/583156118278
7415170?authkey=CIHB6p_d_prRXQ#  

 




